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LICENSEES: Entergy Operations, Inc.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
Illinois Power Company

FACILITIES: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
River Bend Station
Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Clinton Power Station

SUBJECT: MEETING SUMMARY OF MAY 5, 1994

On May 5, 1994, representatives for the BWR/6 licensees and Excel Services
Corporation met with members of the NRC staff at the Excel Services
Corporation in Rockville, Maryland, to discuss their planned conversions to
the BWR/6 Improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG-1434). The list
of attendees and the handouts presented at the meeting are enclosed.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the unresolved items identified in
the enclosure. All items were resolved without the need for appeal with the
exception of Comment 6 regarding the average power range monitor flow-biased
simulated thermal power high scram function for the Grand Gulf facility. This
item was referred to the staff for further evaluation.

The next scheduled meeting will be during the week of May 23, 1994, to discuss
the final sequences of the conversion submittals. These will include
Technical Specification Sections 3.9, " Refueling Operations," 3.10, "Special
Operations," and 5.0, " Administrative Controls." A followup meeting'to close-
out open issues has been scheduled for June 6, 7, and 8, 1994. An additional
meeting to discuss the Technical Specification Bases is being tentatively
planned for July 1994. Each of these meetings will be held in the Excel
offices in Rockville, Maryland. Dependent on the resolution of open items,
the staff expects to issue a draft safety evaluation for comment in mid- f

summer.
is/

Douglas V. Pickett, Lead Project Manager
Project Directorate III-3
Division of Reactor Projects III/IV
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. List of Meeting Attendees
2. Handouts
cc w/ enclosures:
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Corporation met with members of the NRC staff at the Excel Services
Corporation in Rockville, Maryland, to discuss their planned conversions to
the BWR/6 Improved Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG-1434). The list
of attendees and the handouts presented at the meeting are enclosed.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the unresolved items identified in
the enclosure. All items were resolved without the need for appeal with the
exception of Comment 6 regarding the average power range monitor flow-biased
simulated thermal power high scram function for the Grand Gulf facility. This
item was referred to the staff for further evaluation.

The next scheduled meeting will be during the week of May 23, 1994, to discuss
,

the final sequences of the conversion submittals. These will include '

Technical Specification Sections 3.9, " Refueling Operations," 3.10, "Special
Operations," and 5.0, " Administrative Controls." A followup meeting to close-
out open issues has been scheduled for June 6, 7, and 8, 1994. An additional
meeting to discuss the Technical Specification Bases is being tentatively
planned for July 1994. Each of these meetings will be held in the Excel
offices in Rockville, Maryland. Dependent on the resolution of open items,
the staff expects to issue a draft safety evaluation for comment in mid-
summer.
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Douglas V. Pickett, Lead Project Manager
Project Directorate III-3

Division of Reactor Projects III/IV
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Mr. C. Randy Hutchinson-

Entergy Operations, Inc. Grand Gulf Nuclear Station

cc:

Mr. H. W. Keiser, Exec. Vice President . Mr. D. L. Pace
and Chief Operating Officer GGNS General Manager

Entergy Operations, Inc. Entergy Operations, Inc.
P. O. Box 31995 P. O. Box 756
Jackson, Mississippi 39286-1995 Port Gibson, Mississippi 39150

Robert B. McGehee, Esquire The Honorable William J. Guste, Jr.
Wise, Carter, Child & Caraway Attorney General
P. O. Box 651 Department of Justice
Jackson, Mississippi 39205 State of Louisiana

P. O. Box 94005
Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esquire Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9005
Winston & Strawn
1400 L Street, N.W. - 12th Floor Dr. F. E. Thompson, Jr.
Washington, D.C. 20005-3502 State Health Officer

State Board of Health
Mr. Sam Mabry, Director P. O. Box 1700
Division of Solid Waste Management Jackson, Mississippi 39205
Mississippi Department of Natural

Resources Office of the Governor
P. O. Box 10385 State of Mississippi
Jackson, Mississippi 39209 Jackson, Mississippi 39201

President, Mike Moore, Attorney a'aral
Claiborne County Board of Supervisors Frank Spencer, Asst. J+torney General
Port Gibson, Mississippi 39150 State of Mississippi

Post Office Box 22947 j
Regional Administrator, Region 11 Jackson, Mississippi 39225
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta St., Suite 2900 Mr. Jerrold G. Dewease ;

Atlanta, Georgia 30323 Vice President, Operations Support i

Entergy Operations, Inc. lMr. W. W. Watson P.O. Box 31995 i
Project Manager Jackson, Mississippi 39286-1995 j
Bechtel Power Corporation ~

P.O. Box 808, 4600 W. Main Mr. Michael J. Meisner I

Russellville, Arkansas 72801 Director, Nuclear Safety
and Regulatory Affairs

Mr. K. G. Hess Entergy Operations, Inc.
Bechtel Power Corporation P.O. Box 756 )
P. O. Box 2166 Port Gibson, Mississippi 39150 !
Houston, Texas 77252-2166 |

Mr. Rudolph H. Bernhard
Senior Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Route 2, Box 399 .
Port Gibson, Mississippi 39150
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Mr. John R. McGaha-

Entergy Operations, Inc. River Bend Station

CC:

Winston & Strawn Mr. Harold W. Keiser
ATTN: Mark J. Wetterhahn, Esq. Executive Vice President and
1400 L Street, N.W. Chief Operating Officer .

Washington, D.C. 20005-3502 Entergy Operations, Inc.
P. O. Box 31995

Mr. Otto P. Bulich Jackson, Mississippi 39286
Manager - Nuclear Licensing
Entergy Operations, Inc. Mr. Michael B. Sellman
River Bend Station General Manager - Plant Operations
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775 Entergy Operations, Inc.

River Bend Station
Mr. Philip G. Harris Post Office Box 220
Cajun Electric Power Coop, Inc. St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775
10719 Airline Highway '

P. O. Box 15540 Mr. James J. Fisicaro
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70895 Director - Nuclear Safety

Entergy Operations, Inc.
Senior Resident Inspector River Bend Station
P. O. Box 1051 Post Office Box 220

i

St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775 St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775 |
i

President of West Feliciana
Police Jury Mr. Jerrold G. Dewease
P. O. Box 1921 Vice President - Operations Support
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775 Entergy Operations, Inc. |

P. O. Box 31995 l
Regional Administrator, Region IV Jackson, Mississippi 39286-1995 '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000 The Honorable Richard P. Ieyoub
Arlington, Texas 76011 Attorney General

State of louisiana
William G. Davis, Esq. P. O. Box 94095
Department of Justice Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9095 -|Attorney General's Office i

P. O. Box 94095 Wise, Carter, Child & Caraway
_

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9095 Attn: Robert B. McGehee, Esq.
P. O. Box 651

Ms. H. Anne Plettinger Jackson, Mississippi 39205
3456 Villa Rose Drive
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70806

Administrator
Louisiana Radiation Protection Division
P. O. Box 82135
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70884-2135

.
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Mr. Robert A. Stratman Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Centerior Service Company Unit Nos. I and 2,

cc:
Mr. James W. Harris, Director

Mr. Robert A. Stratman Division of Power Generation
Vice President Nuclear - Perry Ohio Department of Industrial
Centerior Service Company Relations
P. O. Box 97, S270 P. O. Box 825
Perry, Ohio 44081 Columbus, Ohio 43216

Jay E. Silberg, Esq. The Honorable Lawrence Lcgan
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Mayor, Village of Perry
2300 N Street, N. W. 4203 Harper Street
Washington, D. C. 20037 Perry, Ohio 44081

Mary E. O'Reilly The Honorable Robert V. Orosz
Centerior Energy Corporation Mayor, Village of North Perry
300 Madison Avenue North Perry Village Hall
Toledo, Ohio 43652 4778 Lockwood Road

North Perry Village, Ohio 44081
Resident inspector's Office
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Attorney General
Parmly at Center Road Department of Attorney General
Pe r ry . Ohio 44081 30 East Broad Street

Columbus, Ohio 43216
Regional Administrator, Region III

- U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Radiological Health Program
501 Warrenville Road Ohio Department of Health
Lisle. Illinois 60532-4531 Post Office Box 118

Columbus, Ohio 43266-0118
Lake County Prosecutor
Lake County Administration Bldg. Ohio Environmental Protection
105 Main Street. Agency
Painesville, Ohio 44077 DERR--Compliance Unit

ATTN: Zack A. Clayton
Ms. Sue Hiatt P. O. Box 1049.
OCRE Interim Representative Columbus, Ohio 43266-0149
8275 Munson
Mentor, Ohio 44060 Mr. Thomas Haas, Chairman

Perry Township Board of Trustees
Terry J. Lodge, Esq. 3750 Center Rd., Box 65
618 N. Michigan Street, Suite 105 Perry, Ohio 44081
Toledo, Ohio 43624

State of Ohio
Ashtabula County Prosecutor Public Utilities Commission
25 West Jefferson Street East Broad Street
Jefferson, Ohio 44047 Columbus, Ohio 43266-0573

Regulatory Affairs Manager David P. Igyarto, General Manager
Cleveland Electric illumir.ating Cleveland Electric illuminating

Company Company
Perry Nuclear Power Plant Perry Nuclear Power Plant
P. O. Box 97, E-210 P. O. Box 97, SB306
Perry, Ohio 44081 Perry, Ohio 44081

James R. Williams, Chief of Staff

Ohio Emergency Management Agency
2825 West Granville Road
Worthington, Ohio 43085
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Mr. Richard F. Phares Clinton Power Station
Illinois Power Company Unit No. l'

CC:

Clinton Power Station 'Mr. J. W. Blattner.

ATTN: Mr. Richard F. Phares Project Manager
Director - Licensing Sargent & Lundy Engineers

Post Office Box 678 55 East Monroe Street
Mail Code V920 Chicago, Illinois 60603 >

Clinton, Illinois 61727

lilinois Department
Mr. J. S. Perry of Nuclear Safety
Senior Vice President Office of Nuclear Facility Safety
Clinton Power Station 1035 Outer Park Drive .

Post Office Box 678 Springfield, Illinois 62704
Clinton. Illinois 61727

Mr. J. A. Miller
Manager Nuclear Station

Engineering Department
Clinton Power Station
Post Office Box 678
Clinton, Illinois 61727

Resident inspector
IU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

PR=3, Box 229 A
Clinton. Illinois 61727

Mr R T. Hill -

Licensing Services Manager :

General Electric Company |

175 Curtner Avenue, M/C 481 l

San Jose, California 95125 |
I

Regional Administrator, Region 111 |
801 Warrenville Road
Lisle, Illinois 60532-4351

Chairman of DeWitt County .]
c/o County Clerk's Office
DeWitt County Courthouse
- Clinton, Illinois 61727

. Mr. Robert Neumann
Office of Public-[ounsel ,

State of Illinois Center i

100 W. Randolph, Suite 11-300
Chicago, Illinois 60601

j
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ENCLOSURE 1

BWR/6 MEETING

MAY 5. 1994

MEETING ATTENDEES

LICENSEES

Richard Phares, Illinois Power - Clinton
Dale Sheldon, Illinois Power - Clinton
John Fowler, Entergy Operations - Grand Gulf
Bryon Ford, Entergy Operations - Grand Gulf
Charles Orogvany, Cleveland Electric - Perry
Barry Burmeister, Entergy Operations - River Bend

NRC

Chris Grimes
Carl Schulten
Douglas Pickett
Jesse Arildsen
James Luehman

EXCEL SERVICES CORPORATION

Du..ald Hoffman
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ENCLOSURE 2
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Split comment 26.

CGNS

.

Fuel Handling Area Ventilation Exhaust P.adiation Monitor

Fuel Handling Area Pool Sweep Exhaust Radiation Monitor

Discussient

These monitors as addressed in this LCO are used to provide alarms for the
purpose of personnel radiation protection and, as such, are not assumed in the
analysis of any DBA or transient. The automatic isolation functions performed
by these instruments are those controlled by the Secondary containment
Isolation Instrumentation Specification, LCO 3.3.6.2. The instruments are not<
used to mitigate a design basis accident (DBA) or transient. Information
provided by these instruments on the radiation levels would have limited or no
use in identifying / assessing core damage.

1. These monitors are neither used for, nor capable of, detecting a
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure <

boundary prior to a DBA.

2. The monitored parameter is not assumed as an initial condition of a DBA
or transient analyses that assumes the failure of, or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

3. These monitors do not act as part of a primary success path in the
mitigation of a DBA or transient that assumes the f ailure of, or ;

presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

4. Parts of the instrumentation circuitry which are required to function to
mitigate a DBA or transient will continue to be controlled by the
Technical Specification (TS) requirements for OPERABILITY of those
functions that are required (e.g. , the TS OPERABILITY requirements and +

surveillance testing requirements for the isolation function will insure
that the alarm and monitoring parts of the instrumentation can not
adversely impact the ability of the isolation function to perform its
safety function). ,

;

As discussed in Section 3.5 and summarized in Table 4-1 (items 148 and 149) of
NEDO-31466, the loss of these monitors was found to be a non-significant risk
contributor to core damage frequency-and offsite releases. Entergy has ,

reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to GGNS,'and concurs with
the assessment.

Conclusion: l

These radiation monitor LCOs and Surveillances may be controlled by other
plant controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.

.

_ - . - .__ __. _. _ _ - - - _ . ._
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* Split Comment 25

GGNS '

.

Containment and Drywell Ventilation Exhaust Radiation Monitor
*

i

Discussion:
,

The Containment and Drywell Ventilation Exhaust Radiation Monitors as ad- '

dressed in this LCO are used to provide alarms for the purpose of personnel
radiation protection and, as such, are not assumed in the analysis of any DBA
or transient. The automatic isolation functions performed by this instrument
are those controlled by the Primary containment Isolation Instrumentation
Specification, LCO 3.3.6.1. The instruments are not used to mitigate a design

basis accident (DBA) or transient. Information provided by these instruments
on the radiation levels would have limited or no use in-identifying / assessing
core damage.

1. These monitors are neither used for, nor capable of, detecting a :
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure '

boundary prior to a DBA.

2. The monitored parameter is not assumed as an initial condition of a DBA
or transient analyses that assumes the failure of, or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. i

|
3. These monitors do not act as part of a primary success path in the

mitigation of a DBA or transient that assumes the failure of, or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

I

4. Parts of the instrumentation circuitry which are required to function to
mitigate a DBA or transient will continue to be controlled by the
Technical Specification (TS) requirements for OPERABILITY of those
functions that are required (e.g., the. TS OPERABILITY requirements and I
Surveillance testing requirements for the isolation function will insure |
that the alarm and monitoring parts of the instrumentation can not -)
adversely impact the ability of the isolation function to perform its '

safety function). ;

i

As discussed in Section 3.5 and summarized _in Table 4-1 (item 147) of NEDO-
31466, the loss of these monitors were found to be a non-significant risk
contributor to core damage frequency and offsite releases. Entergy has
reviewed this evaluation, considers it applicable to GGNS, and concurs with
the assessment.

Conclusion:

.

The Containment and Drywell Ventilation Exhaust Radiation Monitor LCO.and |
*

Surveillance may be controlled by other plant controlled documents outside the
{

Technical Specifications. '

4

I

|
i
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Split comment 27.

PNPP *

,

Fuel fiandling Building (FHB) Vent Exhaust Radiation Monitor (Noble Gas)

Discussion: -

This instrumentation is not part of the RPS or ECCS logic. The instrumentation-
is used as a support to the Fuel Building V.entilation (FHB) Exhaust system which
is a manaally actuated system. The monitor samples the system, and provides an
alarm if high noble gas is sensed. In addition, a trip signal is generated for
the FHB Ventilation supply f ans. High noble gas levels could be indicative of
a dropped fuel bundle accident in the FHB, ITS SR 3. 7. 9. 3 will require a
functional test of the FHB Ventilation Exhaust system which will include an
actual or simulated actuation of this instrumentation. The OPERABILITY of the
FHB Ventilation Exhaust system will continue to be supported by this instrumentr.-
tion. Any inoperability of the instrumentation would require the evaluation of
FHB Exhaust Ventilation OPERABILITY per the Safety Function Determf n.1stion
Program. ITS LCO 3.7.9 has suf ficient actions to provide compensatory a n ions
with inoperable subsystems.

1. These monitors are neither used for, nor capable of, detecting a Pignifi-
cant abnormal degradation of tne reactor coolant pressure boundary prior
to a DBA.

2. The monitored parameter is not assumed as an initial condition of a DBA or

transient analyses that assumes the f ailure of, or presents a challenge to
,

the integrity of a fission product barrier. I

3. These monitors do not act as part of a primary success path in the
mitigation of a DBA or transient that assumes the f ailure of, or presents
a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

4. Parts of the instrumentation circuitry which are required to function to
mitigate a DBA or transient will continue to be controlled by the
Technical Specification (TS) requirements for OPERABILITY of those
functions that are required.

Conclusiont

These instruments may be controlled by other plant controlled documents outside
the Technical Specifications.

4
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. Split commento (RBS 30 & 31, PNPP / 28 & 29)

|
RBS, PNPP

i

'Main Condenser Offgas Post-Treatment System Effluent Monitoring System

Condenser Air Ejector Pretreatment Radioactivity Monitor

Discussion:

The Radioactive Gas Processing System i s, neither a safety system nor is it
connected to primary coolant piping. These radiation monitors are used to show
conformance with the discharge limits of 10 CFR 20. There is another Specifica-
tion (which is being retained) that ensures 10 CFR 100 limits are not exceeded.
Information provided by these instruments on the radiation levels would have
limited or no use in identifying / assessing core damage and they are not installed
to detect excessive reactor coolant leakage. The similar instruments have been
previously relocated under CL 89-01 in Clinton and Grand Gulf specifications,

i

1. These monitors are neither used for, nor capable of, detecting a signifi-
cant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior
to a design basis accident (DBA).

2. The monitored parameters are not assumed as an initial condition of a DBA
or transient analyses that assumes the f ailure of, or presents a challenge

*

to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

3. These monitors do not act as part of a primary success path in the
mitigation of a DBA or transient that assumes the f ailure of, or presents
a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

4. For RBS the main condenser offgas pre- and post-treatment are used to
1monitor dose release to the public during normal operation. For any

accident considered in the IPE, containment will isolate. Therefore, the
offgas pre- and post-treatment systems are not modeled in the IPE.

As discussed in Section 3.5 and summarized in Table 4-1 (item 145 for RBS) of
NEDO-31466, the loss of this monitor was found to be a non-significant risk
contributor to ore damage fregaency and offsite releases.

.

Conclusiom

The radiation monitoring instrumentation provides information only and is not
considered in any design basis accident or transient. It does provide
information that may indicate a possible leak across the boundary of a specific I

system or into a- particular area; however, the evaluation summarized in
NEDO-31466 determined the loss of the this instrumentation to be a non-
significant risk contributor to core damage frequency and offsite release.
Therefore, these instrumenta c'an be controlled by other plant documents outside

|

of the Technical Specifications.
_

|
1

-
l
;

1
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. Split Comment 39
GGNS, CPS

Main Condenser Offgas Treatment - Explosive Gas Monitoring System Instrumen-
tation

Discussion:

This instrumentation is contained in the Current Technical Specifications
(CTS) for all four BWR-6 plants. The. CTS for RBS and PNPP include these
requirements in the TS for radioactive gageous effluent monitoring instrumen-
tation. Relocation of these requirements for RBS and PNPP was determined to
be acceptable as documented in comment #37. The CTS for CPS and GGNS dc not
contain requirements for radioactive effluent monitors since these plants have
implemented Generic Letter 89-01. That Generic Letter specifically stated
that the requirements for the of fgas hydrogen monitors should be retained
until the NRC could further evaluate their relocation. As documented in the
split reports for all four of the plants, the purpose of these instruments is
to ensure that the concentration of potentially explosive gas mixtures
contained in the main condenser offgas treatment system is adequately moni- ,

tored, which will help ensure that the concentration is maintained below the
flammability limit of hydrogen. However, as discussed in CPS USAR Section
15.7.1.1.1, a hydrogen detonation in the offgas system is not considered a
possible failure mode. Thus, offgas system piping failure due_to hydrogen
detonation is not an evaluated cause of a Offgas Treatment System failure
event. In addition, the offgas system is designed to contain detonations and
will not affect the function of any safety related equipment. The concentra-
tion of hydrogen in the offgas stream is not an initial assumption of any
design basis accident (DBA) or transient analysis.

1. The explosive gas mixture indication is neither used for, nor capable I

of, detecting a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary prior to a DBA.

~|
2. The explosive gas mixture is not a process variable that is an initial i

condition of a DBA or transient analyses.

3. The explosive gas mixture indication is not utilized in any capacity in
a primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA or transient.

4. These instruments provide indication only and do not provide any
automatic actuation.

|

As discussed in Section 3.5 and summarized in Table 4-1 (items 189'and 306) of )
NEDO-31466, an explosive gas. mixture in the Offgas Treatment System was found
to be a non-significant risk contributor to core damage frequency and offsite
releases. j

:l
Conclusion:

Thus, it has been concluded that the subject instruments should be controlled
outside of the Technical Specifications consistent with RBS and PNPP (comment
#37) and the Staf f generic evaluation as . applied to CPS and GGNS (Items 189

'

and 306).

|
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. Split comment 45

CPS
.

'

Suppression Pool Makeup Mode. Switch Permissive

piscussion:

As identified.in USAR Section 7.3.1.1.10, The Suppression Pool Makeup (SPMU)
System is bypassed to prevent inadvert.ent actuation during refueling. This is
accomplished at CPS by use of the SPMU system modo switch permissive switches.

;

These are two position switches that disable the SPMU logic. When the switch is
in the " disable" position, an annunciator is activated. This design'is similar
to that for the GGNS and PNPP.

,

As identified in the Split Report for CPS, the SPMU mode switch is an operational
function only and is not considered in any DBA or transient analysis. When the
switch is in the " disable" position, the SPMU system is inoperable. This
condition is annunciated and would, at a minimum, be identified during board !

walkdowns conducted during shift turnovers. The only surveillance currently'
identified in the CTS are a channel Functional Test every 18 months. Since
proper operation of the switch is necessar; in order to successfully complete an
LSFT, this requirement is adequately addressed in the ITS. Thus, a separate LCO'
line item is unnecessary. In addition, GGNS and PflPP have very similar designs
which incorporate a bypass switch. However, this item has never been subject to
explicit TS controls at PNPP or GGNS. '

l. The SPMU Mode switch Permissive is neither used for, nor capable of,
detecting a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary prior to a DBA.

2. The SPMU Mode Switch Permissive is not used to monitor a process
variable that' is an initial condition of a DBA or transient
analyses.

3. The SPMU Mode Switch Permissive is not part of a primary success
path in the mitigation of a DBA or transient. "

4. Parts of the circuitry which are required to function to mitigate a DBA or '

transient will continue to be controlled by the Technical Specificatien
(TS) requirements for OPERABILITY of those functions that are required.

i

Conclusion:

Based on the above, it has been concluded that ensuring that the SPMU mode switch
is 'in the " enable" position is adequately addressed by the definition of
OPERABILITY for the SPMU actuation instrumentation. (consistent with the controls l

on other keylock bypass swit ches in other systems such as RPS , ' ECCS, and
isolation instrumentation) and existing administrative controls and therefore-
does not require a unique LCO line item listing.

-
.

6
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Spilt Comment 46,

CPS

l
NSPS Self Test System

l

Diseunniont |
|

The primary purpose of the Puclear Systems Protection System (NSPS) Self Test- |
System is to enhance the availability of the NSPS by optimizing the. time to
detect and determine the location of a fa,ilure in the functional system. The
self Test System is used for post-maintenance testing and to augment conventional
testing methods to perform various surveillance testing functions. |-

1. The Nuclear Systems Protection System - Self Test System is neither used )
for, nor capable of, detecting a significant abnormal degradation of the i
reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a design basis accident (DBA).

2. Tha Nuclear System Protection System - Self Test System is not used to
monitor a process variable that is an initial condition of a DBA or
transient analyses.

3. The Nuclear Systems Protection System - Self Test System is not part of a
primary succens path in the mitigation of a DBA or transient.

As discussed in Section 6 and summarized in Table 4-1 (item 312) of NEDO-31466,
supplement 1, the loss of the Nuclear Systems Protection System - Self Test
System was found to be a non-significant risk contributor to core damage
frequency and offsite releases.

Conclusion:

As stated above, the Self Test System is used to augment conventional testing.
The ITS for CPS contain requirements to perform Channel Functional Tests every ,

92 days and Logic. System Functional Tests every 18 months of the NSPS logic
required to actuate safety systems. These tests are performed utilizing the Self-
Test System. In addition to these required tests, manual testing of the logic

,

(independent of the Self Test System) is required on a staggered basis such that |
all logic is tested at least once every a fuel cycles. The Self Test System does !

not perform any active role in mitigating any accidents, nor does it provide any ,

automatic actuation. The system.is used only for testing of the solid-state NSPS '

logic. Therefore, there is no reduction in safety in controlling operation of
the Self Test System outside TS.

,

9
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. Split Comment 49

RBS

'

Suppression Pool Pumpback System (SPPS)

Discussion:

As discussed in section 9.3.7 of the SAR the SPPS is designed to control any
post-LOCA leakage from the emergency core cooling systems in.the crescent area
of the auxiliary building by returning this leakage to the suppression pool.
Each of the ECCS equipment rooms is located in a separate, watertight compart-
ment. Also, more than 40 hours would be required to lower the suppression pool
to the minimum level for ECCS pump OPERABILITY at the conservatively assumed
post-LOCA leakage rate of 50 gpm. Thus, the SPPS is not required to mitigate the
consequences of any transient or design basis accident (DBA).

Leakage from the ECCS piping would come frem two portions of the piping. The
first portion is between the containment and the outboard containment isolation
valve with the second between the valve and crescent room boundary. In the first
area the piping is designed in accordance with ASME section III, sub-article NE-
1120 and also complies with SRP section 3.6.2 and branch technical position MEB-
3-1, as discussed in SAR section 3.6.2.5.2A and B. The additional design
requirements are in support of the assumption allowed by the SRP of no postulated
line failures in these portions of the ECCS piping. In the second portion
postulated leaks between the isolation valve and the crescent room boundary the
-leakage can be stopped by the closure of the isolation valve and each of the ECCS

i

rooms are located in separate water tight cubicles. |
|
'

As a result the leakage in the first location is not required to be assumed in
the analysis and the second can be isolated. Therefore the failure of the SPPS,
the piping down stream of the outboard isolation valve will not inhibit the
primary success path of the safety analysis.

1. The SPPS is neither used for, nor capable of, detecting a significant
abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a
DBA.

2. The SPPS is not used to monitor a. process variable that is an initial
condition of a DBA or transient analyses.

3. The SPPS is not part of a primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA
or transient.

-i
4. The suppression pool pumpback system is not credited in the IPE. The IPE i

only assumes that the suppression pool water level at the beginning of any
, accident is between 19'6" and 20'._ No' credit was taken for the SPPS in
-

"

the ECCS IDSH calculations. Since the pumps can only pump back 50 gpm.
maximum, the pumpback system can only provide makeup during small leaks in
ECCS piping and will not significantly impact the ' time drain. the
suppression pool.

As discussed in Section 3.5 and summarized in Table 4-1 (item 377) of NEDO-31466,
the loss of the SPPS was found to be a non-significant risk contributor.to core

. . - .- - .- -
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damage frequency and offaite releases. Entergy has reviewed this evaluation,
considers it applicable to RBS, and concurs with the asseseanent. In addition the
system is only necessary if leakage develops in piping not required to be assumed
to break. Leakage from these locations will not result in an immediate-failure
of additional ECCS pumps and will require over 40 hours to af fect the ability of
the remaining ECCS pumps.

Conclusion:

The suppression pool pumpback system provides control of post-LOCA leakage from
_

the ECCS in the crescent area of the auxiliary building by returning the leakage
to the suppression pool. However, the evaluation. -(rio. 377) summarized in
tiEDO-31466, supplement 1, determined that this system is not required to mi-tigate 1

the consequences of any transient or design basis accident as discussed above. |
Therefore, these requirements - can be controlled in . documents outside the j

Technical Specifications. |

|
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Split. comment 42,

GGNS
.

'

Containment Spray Manual Initiation

Discussion:

GGNS . does not currently have this function in the Technical Specifications
although the design of their system is similar to clinton's.

1. The Containment Spray Manual Initiation function is neither used for, nor
capable of, detecting a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary prior to a design basis accident (DBA).

2. The containment Spray Manual Initiation function is neither used for, nor
capable of, monitoring a process variable that is an initial condition of -'

a DBA or transient analyses.

3. The Containment Spray Manual Initiation function is not used as part of a
primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA or transient.

4. Parts of the circuitry which are required to function to mitigate a DBA or
transient will continue to be controlled by the Technical Specification
(TS) requirements for OPERABILITY of those functions that are required.

NUREG 1434 (page B 3.3-195) states "There is no specific FSAR analysis that takes
*credit for this Function. It is retained for overall redundancy and diversity

of the initiation function as required by the NRC approved licensing basis."
Thus, Manual initiation was not included in the NUREG because it met criterion
3.

i

NRC Of fice Letter 901 states "For operating reactors, unless specific deficien-
cies are identified, existing technical specifications are considered to be
adequate and need not be upgraded to the latest version of the STS or an SRP,
solely for consistency with these documents."

conclusion:

This function is not included in the current plant TS and its inclusion.was not
considered to provide a substantial increase in the level of safety compared to
the direct and indirect costs of including the requirement in the TS.

- -

I
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Split Comment 13

l
GGNS, RDS, CPS, PNPP j

'
i
''

ADS Division 1-Manual Inhibit
ADS Division 2-Manual Inhibit

Discussion:

The ADS Manual Inhibit switch allows the operator to defeat ADS actuation as
directed by the emergency operating procedures under conditions for which ADS
would not be desirable. For example, during an ATWS event, low-pressure ECCS
activation would dilute sodium pentaborate injected by the Standby Liqui-d
Control (SLC) System, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the SLC System
shutdown. Nevertheless, the ADS function that is subject to the Technical
Specification controls is to provide ADS actuation to NOT bypass the ADS
logic. If the. switches are in the " bypass" position, the ADS function'would
be bypassed and thus be inoperable. This condition is annunciated and would,
at a minimum, be identified during board walkdowns. This feature is very
similar to other keylock bypass switches (e.g., RPS, ECCS, and isolation
instrumentation) which are administratively controlled outside of the Techni- |
cal Specifications. ,j

1. The ADS Manual Inhibit function is neither used for, nor capable of,
detecting a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant ,

''

pressure boundary prior to a design basis accident (DSA).

2. The ADS Manual Inhibit function is neither used for, nor capable of,
monitoring a process variable that is an initial condition of a DBA or 1

transient analyses, j

|

3. The ADS Manual Inhibit function is not used as part of a primary success
path in the mitigation of a DBA or transient. The inhibit function was
added to mitigate the consequences of an ATWS event which is not-a DBA
or transient. The function does not support the actuation of the ADS |
System, which has been retained in the Technical Specifications.- The '

actions to be taken in the event that this switch is positioned to
defeat the ADS logic bound those actions to be taken if the switch is .i
inoperable. There is no need for duplicate actions. .The ADS actuation i

instrumentation requirements (LCO 3.3.5.1) preserve the ADS! Manual '

Inhibit Switch's contribution needed to mitigate DBAs and transients.

As discussed in Section 3.5 and summarized in Table 4-1 (item 112B) of NEDO-
31466, the loss of the ADS Manual Inhibit-switch was found to be a non-,

significant risk contributor to core damage frequency and offsite releases.

I
conclusion i

The portions of the LCO and Surveillance applicable to the ADS Manual Inhibit
Function may be controlled by other plant controlled documents outside the j

Technical Specifications, i

'

i
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, Split Comment 12

GGNS, PNPP, CPS, RDS

Ambient Temperature Isolation Instrumentation and Differential Temperature
Isolation Instrumentation

Discussion:

The ambient temperature and differentia 1 temperature instruments proposed to
be relocated are not assumed to function to mitigate any accident described in
Chapters 6 or 15 of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report. The accidents
evaluated in Chapters 6 and 15 are High Energy Line Breaks and are not assumed
to be mitigated by these instruments.

The ambient and differential temperature instruments are provided only to
detect and initiate isolation of a 25 gpm-equivalent steam leak in systems i
inside containment. The portions of the systems monitored by these instru-

'
ments, while connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary, are outside
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary isolation valves. These instruments
constitute only one method of determining steam leakage in their respective
areas. In addition to the temperature monitoring, excess reactor coolant
leakage can be detected by low reactor water level, high process line flow,
high differential flow, and various other plant specific methods, which
continue to be controlled by the Technical Specifications.

3. The Ambient and Differential Temperature Isolation Instruments are
neither used for, nor capable of, detecting a significant abnormal:
degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary prior to a design
basis accident (DBA). This function of detecting degradation of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary will continue to be controlled by the
Technical Specification requirement for RCS Leakage Detection Instrumen-
tation, LCO 3.4.7.

i

2. The Ambient and Differential Temperature Isolation Instruments are
neither used for, nor capable of, monitoring a process variable that is
an initial condition of a DBA or transient analyses.

3. The Ambient and Differential Temperature Isolation Instruments are not
used as part of a primary success path in the mitigation of a DBA or. |

transient that assumes fuel damage. No pressure-temperature analyses, I

radiation dose calculations, or equipment qualifications.take credit for !

operation of these ambient or dif ferential temperature instruments. In |

addition, adequate redundancy is available to perform their functions by |
other methods.

4. Parts of the instrumentation circuitry which are required to function to
mitigate a DBA or transient will continue to be controlled by the
Technical Specification (TS) requirements for' OPERABILITY of those
functions that are required (e.g.,.the TS OPERADILITY requirements and
Surveillance testing requirements for the Rx Vessel Low Water Level
Isolation function will insure that this instrumentation can not

- adversely impact the ability of the Rx Vessel Low Water Level Isolation
function to perform its safety function).

!
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As a result of the above justification, the ambient and differential tempera-
ture functions are considered to be non-significant risk contributors to core
damage frequency and offsite releases. .

Conclusient

The ambient and differential temperature instrument functions requirements of
the Improved Technical Specification Isolation Actuation Instrumentation may
be controlled by other plant controlled documents outside the Technical
Specifications.

t
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' SDLIT Comment 6
,

GGNS

Average Power Range Monitor Flow-Biased Simulated. Thermal Power (APRM-FBSTP)
High-Scram Function

Discussion:

The APRM Flow-Biased Simulated Thermal Power (APRM-FDSTP) scram function
monitors parameters to approximate the thermal power being transferred to the
reactor coolant. The APRM neutron flux is electronically filtered with a time
constant representative of the fuel heat transfer dynamics to generate a
signal proportional to the thermal power in the reactor. The trip setpoint is
varied as a function of recirculation drive flow (i.e., at lower core flows,
the setpoint is reduced proportional to the reduction in power experienced as +

core flow is reduced with a fixed control rod pattern) but is clamped at an
upper limit. Because of the limitations of the GE code licensed for use at
that time, the APRM-FBSTP scram function was initially chosen instead of a !

more restrictive CPR limit to provide protection against transients where "

thermal power increases slowly (i.e., a loss of feedwater heating event). -

During these types of events, the thermal power increase does not significant-
ly lag the neutren flux response, and, because of a lower trip setpoint, the
APRM-FBSTP function can initiate a scram before the high neutron flux scram.
For rapid neutron flux increase events, the thermal power lags the neutron
flux and the APRM Neutron Flux-High-Scram function provides a scram signal
before the APRM-FSSTP scram function setpoint is exceeded.

The GGNS safety analysis does not take credit for the APRM-FBSTP scram
function in ensuring the safety limit minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) is
not exceeded. Subsequent to the initial Cycle 1 analyses, GGNS changed its t

approach to modeling and analyzing LFWH events. Rather than a. transient
analysis of the event, an improved methodology was employed which examined
steady state power level and other core conditions before and after the LFWH.
This approach, which was used on GGNS for the MEOD and all subsequent analy-
ses, eliminated the need to credit any. plant trip (including the APRM-FBSTP
trip) in the course of demonstrating acceptable CPR.results.

The GGNS safety analysis, therefore, does not take credit for.the.APRM-FBSTP
scram function in ensuring that the safety limit of MCPR is not exceeded.
Also, it further demonstrates that any increase in the simulated thermal power:
scram setpoint is bounded by the analysis since no credit for any scram is
assumed.

.
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1. The APRM-FDSTP Scram Function is neither used for, nor capable of,

detecting a'significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant' i

pressure _ boundary prior to a design basis accident (DDA).

2. The APRM-FDSTP Scram Function is not a process variable that is an '
initial condition of a DBA or transient analyses. The GGNS reload 1

safety analysis does not take credit for the APRM-FBSTP scram function
in ensuring that the safety limit of MCPR'is not exceeded. Also, it '

'
further demonstrates that any increase in the simulated thermal power
scram setpoint is bounded by the analysis since no credit for any scram
is assumed.

3. The APRM-FBSTP Scram Function is not part of a primary success path in
the mitigation of a DBA or transient. The GGNS reload safety analysis
does not take credit for the APRM-FBSTP scram function in ensuring that
the safety limit of MCPR is not exceeded since no credit for any scram
is assumed.

4. Parts of the APRM-FBSTP circuitry which are required to function to. ,

mitigate a DBA or transient will continue to be controlled by the
Technical Specification (TS) requirements for OPERABILITY of those
functions that are required (e.g., the TS OPERABILITY requirements and
Surveillance testing requirements for the APRM Neutron Flux High Trip {
function will. insure that the APRM-FBSTP can not adversely impact the

'

ability of the APRM Neutron Flux High Trip function to perform its |

safety function). |
1

!

5. GGNS has previously submitted and the NRC approved License Amendment 91, !

dated February 25, 1992, which deleted one of the Surveillance Require-
'

ments of the APRM-FBSTP Scram Function. The NRC approval was based on
the fact that the APRM-FBSTP Scram Function is no longer credited by
GGNS in any of its safety analyses.

As a result of the above justification, Entergy considers the APRM-FBSTP Scram |
Function to be a non-significant risk contributor to core' damage frequency and
offsite releases.

Conclusient

Due to GGNS plant specific analysis, the APRM-FBSTP Scram Function may be
controlled by other plant controlled documents outside the Technical Specifi-
cations.
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